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– disclaimer

“the opinions contained in this presentation are those of the 

speaker and should be taken in the context of an urbanist + 

landscape architect.” 
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the intention

share ideas

leave here a little bit smarter

make the world better





the plan

the context

the challenge

the practice



the context



the context

planning has become political

politics are distracting us from context

context is not just about people

planning risks becoming stagnant



thousands of years of 

planning + city building































what is the next big idea in 

planning + city building?





what are the ingredients in 

great city?

















the challenge…



the challenge…

people have the right to participation

planners have a social responsibility to people

everyone is an expert at something

participation creates ownership of the outcome

citizens are the drivers of change in their cities



people are changing…







how are millennials

influencing the design of our 

cities?









and it’s not just about 

millennials



who is this generation z?



how do we define 

demographic cohorts?



birth year

cohorts…



birth year

major global events

sweeping technological changes

significant economic swings

cohorts…











generation z





by 2020 there will be five 

distinct decision-making 

demographic cohorts



by 2020 there will be five 

distinct decision-making 

demographic cohorts

traditionalists, boomers, gen x, millennials, gen z



by 2020 generation Z will 

make up 40% of consumers 













boomers moving out of suburbs

generation X work life balance

generation Y (Millennials) not setting down

generation Z return to the traditional



boomers moving out of suburbs

generation X work life balance

generation Y (Millennials) not setting down

generation Z return to the traditional

generation alpha ???



Every person is influenced by their biases and values and 

experiences, and these shape their expectations for their 

city.

It turns out we don’t all want the same things… 



technology

proximity and convenience

stimulating and varied workplace

sustainability and authenticity

security considerations

interactive design

generation Z…



how will future generations

influence the design of our 

cities?



how do we design a city for 

future generations?



what is an authentic city in 

today’s context?











challenges…



climate change and resiliency

technology / smart cities

health and wellbeing

migration

food security

income disparity

social equity

challenges…













Most people strive to have an identity and a purpose… it 

makes us relevant.

A great failure of a traditional process is its inability to 

capture this variety … the variety that creates authenticity in 

a community and that we as planners need to listen for and 

respond to…



the practice



policy changes

built / engineered changes

technological changes

process changes

the practice













what about the people?





people have the right to participation

planners have a social responsibility to people

everyone is an expert at something

participation creates ownership of the outcome

participatory process



















participatory process

people have the capacity to self organize

self organization leads to emergence

emergence can lead to innovation









participation leads to better 

public places.

in collaboration with planners



the end

planning is bigger than politics

planning is about collaboration

planning is placemaking + city building

planning is with people





– Jane Jacobs

“intricate minglings of different uses in cities are not a form 

of chaos.  On the contrary, they represent a complex and 

highly developed form of order.” 
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